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Leader: Joe Lumsdon
Co-Leader: Lisa Jackson

Drove the 40km south to start the trip on "the Nile".. we were denial that it would rain
and thankfully it did not until we finished our walk. Eight eager hikers left the
Charlton Road parking about 9am after the group intro and discussion about the trek
we were to face. We stayed down nearest the creek and enjoyed walking in the mud
on the snow in the puddles through the expanse of various west coast trees. We
had to limbo under a fallen cedar and hurdle some alders. Then our last hazard was
a few large blowdowns that tried to block the trail.

The several falls were amazing as compared to summer conditions.
We got to our destination in about 2 hours. Had some snacks, lunch, a drink and
started back following the same route to arrive back to the vehicles at 1pm.

+/- 4 hours hiking; distance 14km with altitude gain 230 metres
Thanks for 8 eager hikers being on time and not living in De Nile of the the weather.
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Report contributors: Lisa J, Joe L, 

Participant list (8 of 8): Jim G, Andrew I, Helen J, Lisa J, Shawna K, Joe L,
Anneke V, James W, 
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